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ABSTRACT

Due to the dramatic growth of internet use, the amount of unstructured Bengali text data has increased
enormous. It is therefore essential to extract event intelligently from it. The progress in technologies in
natural language processing (NLP) for information extraction that is used to locate and classify content in
news data according to predefined categories such as person name, place name, organization name, date,
time etc.  The current named entity recognition (NER), which is a subtask of NLP, plays a vital rule to
achieve human level performance on specific documents such as newspapers to effectively identify entities.
The purpose of this research is to introduce NER system in Bengali news data to identify events of specified
things in running text based on regular expression and Bengali grammar. In so doing, I have designed and
evaluated part-of-speech (POS) tags to recognize proper nouns. In this thesis, I have explained Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) based approach for developing NER system from Bengali news data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The advances in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) over the last 60 years are mentionable; the
ultimate goal of making machines to understand human language is still an insufficient. People
speak different languages around the world. Natural language processing (NLP) is the branch of
artificial intelligence that deals with the interaction between computers and natural language like
human language. NLP is concerned with human-computer interaction [1][2]. It enables the
capability of a computer program to understand human speech as it is spoken. The challenges of
NLP are teaching computers to understand the way of human learn and use language.

Named entity recognition (NER) is the process of identifying and classifying phrases in text. The
purpose of NER is to classify every term in a document into predefined categories such as person
name, place name, organization name, miscellaneous name like date, time, percentage and
monetary expressions etc. [3].  NER has too many applications in NLP including machine
translation, automatic question answering, information retrieval etc. [4]. The current named entity
recognition (NER), which is a subtask of NLP, plays a vital rule to achieve human level
performance on specific documents such as newspapers to effectively identify entities. The
purpose of this research is to introduce NER system in Bengali news data to identify events of
specified things in running text based on regular expression and Bengali grammar. In so doing, I
have designed and evaluated part-of-speech (POS) tags to recognize proper nouns. In this thesis, I
have explained Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based approach for developing NER system from
Bengali news data.
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In section 2, I delineate the existing NER system and their application and in section 3 I have
presented the proposed NER system for Bengali news text data. In section 4, simulation setting,
POS tagging used for the developed system, implementation results and performance evaluation
of the research and finally, the features of the proposed NER system are described. Section 5
draws the conclusion and future work of the research.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the primary topics for Artificial Intelligence (AI) in NLP as indictment of determining and
extracting named entity. NER designates the task of correctly identifying words or phrases in
textual documents that express named entities such as persons, organizations, locations, etc.
During the last decades, NER has been widely studied and the best NER approaches now-a-days
produce near-human level recognition accuracy for generic domain such as news article [5]. Most
of the research works pertaining to NER systems have been on the issues related to the NER
system of a specific language. On the other hand, NER system for Bengali news data in
Bangladesh aspect is new arena of NER system. Thus, providing an efficient NER system for
Bengali language becomes a significant mission. Although NER system has been continued to
study for about forty years, NER systems for Bengali news text data are still at the infant stage for
research. In this section, the discussion of major NER systems proposed to date are explained and
highlight the advantages and performance issues of each system, the current issues and research
areas of NER systems. In many language, NER system use statistical Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs). That enables different contextual information of the words along with the variety of
features that are very helpful in predicting the different types of named entity classes [6]. But in
my system I use HMM based NER system for Bengali news data.

2.1. Existing NER System

In the recent few years, a good number of NER systems have been developed in order to provide
efficient identification of entities. It has not been possible to develop this type of system for all
the languages. I have introduced some known NER systems.  These NER systems are based on
different types of languages. These systems are discussed in these subsections.

2.1.1. English Based NER System

At first, English is the most popular language factor to research NER system. At the core of any
NLP task there is the important issue of understanding natural language. The process of building
computer programs that understand natural language includes three major problems: the first one
associated with the thought process, the second one with the representation and meaning of the
linguistic input, and the third one to the world knowledge. Thus, NLP system may start at the
word level – to determine the morphological structure, nature such as part-of-speech, meaning
etc. of the word and they may move on to the sentence level in order to determine the word order,
grammar, meaning of the entire sentence, etc. and then to the context and the overall environment
or domain [7]. English is the most popular language to research NER. Many researches are done
to reads text in English and assigns part-of-speech to each word or other token, such as noun,
verb, adjective, etc.

2.1.2. Hindi Based NER System

A language independent NER system for Hindi language by using contextual and morphological
evidences for five languages such as English, Greek, Romanian, Turkish, and Hindi have
developed by Ccerzan and Yarowsky (1999) [8]. The performance of Hindi NER system is very
poor and has F-measure of 41.70% with very poor 27.84% recall and nearly 85% precision.
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Various systems have been designed to change the training corpus in a file that can make the
system portable to a new Indian language [3]. Although the resource for Indian language is poor
and gazetteers are not sufficient [9].

2.1.3. Urdu Based NER System

NER can detect entities in a text and can classify them into predefined categories. The NER systems for
Urdu language also faced several problems due to its rich morphology and like Bengali language; Urdu
language is at infancy stage. A corpus of 2200 Urdu documents has been developed [8]. The sub module of
NER for information extraction by using two models: Maximum Entropy (ME) and Conditional Random
Field (CRF) based NER for Urdu has been developed where ME have 55.3%, F-measures and CRF based
module for NER F-measure value of 68.9%.

2.1.4. Garman Based NER System

Tagging a German corpus manually and semi-automatically with semantic roles in order to drive
a large domain independent lexical semantic resource is included in the SALSA project [10]. A
1.5-million-word corpus of newspaper text with manually annotated syntactic structure and the
semantic annotation is performed using semantic roles. Another problem is raised because of the
development of large role-annotated corpora. It is necessary to represent these corpora, a standard
multi-level annotation format, which integrates semantic role annotation with other linguistic
annotation levels.

2.1.5. Other NER Systems

Japanese texts are written without blank spaces. The morphological analysis of Japanese NER has
close bond, and due to this fact it is necessary to perform activities on this language. The NER
system of this language relies merely on local context. The Japanese NER system proposed in,
which achieved the highest F-measure among conventional systems introduced the bunsetsu (a
commonly used linguistic unit in Japan) feature in order to consider wider context, considers only
adjacent bunsetsus [11]. Support vector machine (SVM) base NER system was introduced for
Japanese language. To achieve human-level accuracy a recently in Chinese language, a topic
sentence extraction is to employ machine learning methods. For example, trainable classifiers
have been used in to select sentences which are based on features such as cue phrase, location,
sentence length, word frequency and title, etc [12][13][14][15]. The Japanese FrameNet(JFN)
research project includes researchers to corpus contains currently one million sentences, taken
from Kyoto University Annotation Text Corpus 10].

2.2. Current issues and Research Area of NER System

While a NLP has gained a lot of momentum in the past several decades, much of this research
effort has been focusing on only a handful of politically-important language such as English,
Chinese, and Arabic [16]. However, Bengali NER is complicated due to the scarcity of annotated
data and lack of an accurate part-of-speech (POS) tagger, but the demonstration of a baseline
tagger and the Wikipedia-related features significantly improve a baseline POS named entity
recognizer is significantly improved. The essential part of NER systems is the ability to recognize
previously unknown entities. Such ability hinges upon recognition and classification rules that are
triggered by distinctive modelling features associated with positive and negative examples.

3. THE PROPOSED NER SYSTEM FOR BENGALI NEWS

In this section, the NER system for Bengali news has been presented in detail. HMM has been
applied in NER system. HMM is a generative model to assign the joint probability to paired
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observation and level sequence [17]. Then, the parameters are trained to maximize the joint
likelihood of training sets. The evaluation of HMM is higher compared to other models because
the HMM has better ability of capturing the locality of phenomena, which indicates names in text.
In this research, HMM is used as HMM based NER has the following benefits that are useful for
identifying entities from Bengali language:

 HMM is independent language so it can be used for Bengali language domain.
 The HMM based NER is easy to understand, implement and analyze. In order to make

the system scalable, it can be used for any amount of data.
 Sequence of leveling can be solved effectively by it.
 The states are not fixed so one can use it according to their requirements and domain of

interest. In other words, it is very dynamic in nature.
 No language expertise is essential for NER system that depends on HMM.

HMM is determined as three groups of parameters: the state transition probability A={amn},
where amn=P(qx+1=j|qx=i); the observation word probability B={bj(k)}, where bj(k)=P(ox=vk|qx=j);
and the initial state distribution π={πi}, where πi=P(q1=i). Here qx is the state time at x, vk is the
distinct observation symbols in observation space and ox is the observation vector in time x. To
make it simpler I used λ = (A, B, π) as model parameter [18]. In our case, the observation space is
the news collected from different newspaper and I need to split them to a finite number of vectors
to use in HMM.

3.1. Overview of the Proposed NER System

Proposed system provides easy to use method which requires less effort for NER in Bengali
language. People only need to tag their corpus and sentences are tested by using the system. The
following steps are applied as:

 Data Processing
 Training
 Testing

3.1.1. Data Processing

Initially, it is needed to create a part-0f speech (POS) tagging list. This is the source for tag news
data. The data is collected from any source of electronic news document for training that
containing text. So, so as to make these file in trainable form, I have converted raw text into
tagged one. Initially I decompose each word in the sentence based on Bengali grammar and
tokenize the words. I also perform chunking if required. Then tagged (named entity) the words by
using experiences. Finally, the corpus is trained to use.

3.1.2. Training

HMM training process specially find the name of people and place to identify an event. To train
data I have used people, organization, place, time as states in different classes to learn the model
structure from training data. In the training data, each and every word belongs to its own state,
where it follows the transitions to the state of the word. Each state is related to its label of class of
its word token. To get the HMM parameters I have found states, calculate start probability (π),
transition probability (A), Word probability (B).
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Procedure to find states

I simulate a Java code that take news documents of interest as input and produce output that
stored in a vector space. In this phase I take an annotated text file according to POS
.
Procedure to find start probability

Start probability is the probability that the sentence starts with particular tag. In this procedure,
the frequency of a tag as starting tag can be determined

Start probability (

Procedure to find transition probability

To determine the transition probability, I consider that there are two pair of tags called Ta and
Tb then transition probability is the probability of occurring of tag Ta after Tb.

Transition Probability (A)

Procedure to find word probability

The probability that is assigned to particular tag to the word is called word probability of the
corpus or document.

Word Probability

3.1.3. HMM Testing

Named entities are fined after testing sentences with all these parameters. Entity identification
from text benefited classification, document search, integration, or summarization. In this
research, the tasks of NER take the advantage of HMM model and Bengali grammar. I
proposed the NER system based on HMM for Bengali news to identify entities from text
documents that contain news about Bangladesh. In this work, I have directly applied the
methods in real–time electric Bengali news paper like Ittefaq, BDNews, Prothom Alo, and
other local news paper those contain news about Bangladesh. This approach may add value in
the field of information extraction would probably yield higher effective values for the task I
consider.

4. PERFORMANCE AND EVALUATION

4.1. Examples of POS tagging

For the experiment I used a POS tagger that contains 56,196 Bengali words with tag. In the
following figure I have enlisted some of these tagged Bengali words:
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Figure 1.  POS tag of Bengali Words

Tagging Example

Untagged input text from Bengali newspaper:

সু রবেনরযােতআর িতনাহয়, সজন শ ালাওপ রনদীেতছিড়েয়পড়াফােনসঅেয়লসিরেয়েনয়ারকাজ রাি ত
করেতসংি কমকতােদরিনেদশিদেয়েছন ধানম ীেশখহািসনা।

Tagged output:
সু রবেনর =NN

যােত =null

আর =ADV

িত =NN

না =PRP

হয় =null

সজন  =null
শ ালা =NN

ও =INT

প র =NN

নদীেত =NN

ছিড়েয়=VM

পড়া =ADJ

ফােনস =NN
অেয়ল =null

সিরেয় =null
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নয়ার =VM

কাজ =NN

রাি ত =ADJ

করেত = VM

সংি  =ADJ

কমকতােদর =NN
িনেদশ =NN

িদেয়েছন =null

ধানম ী =NN

শখ =NN

হািসনা =NN

But according to this POS tagger I only can decompose each word with its POS tag. But my
proposed system is for identifying entity. As I research with identify entity using NER system
based on HMM from Bengali news. In order to doing so, I use Bengali grammar (এ, অ, ত, ক,

র, এের, ত, গেনরমেধ, িদেগরমেধ, র, এর, কার, কর, য়, য়, এেত) for chunking entity. And regular
expression is also used to decompose word based on Bengali letter and punctuations such as, , ,
; ,!, ?, : etc. After using এ, অ, ত, ক, র, এের, ত, গেনরমেধ, িদেগরমেধ, র, এর, কার, কর, য়, য়,

এেত, I can then decompose and chunk the entity.

For instance, if the input text is:

হািনফিসি িক,চ ামিব িবদ ালেয়রকি উটারিব ানও েকৗশলিবভােগরএকজনঅধ াপক, the sentence
is now decomposed with chunk as follows:

হািনফিসি িক
চ ামিব িবদ ালেয়র
কি উটারিব ানও েকৗশলিবভােগর
একজন
অধ াপক

4.2. Experiment and Result Analysis

Table 1. Tagged and non-tagged words in training sentences

Sentence No. Total number of
words in the training
sentence

Total number of
tagged word

Total number of
non-tagged word

1 27 21 6

F-Measures the accuracy of the test by considering precision P and recall R in order to compute
score of a system, determined the overall quality performance as well. This measure facilitates the
capability of a system to extract relevant information and reject irrelevant [19]. F-Measure is the
weighted average of the precision and recall measurements and it is displayed as a percentage
value [1]. In this case precision is evaluated as the retrieval of desired words as true positive
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prediction, false positive. Finally, F-measure can be defined as a harmonic mean of precision, P
and recall, R:

Precision can be defined as

and

Recall can be defined as

The HMM based NER system for Bengali news text has been trained and tested for Bengali
news. The tagged and non-tagged words are presented in table 1 for a Bengali sentence.  The F-
measure for the tested sentence is shown in the following Table 2:

Table 2. Performance of NER system for POS tagged words

Sentence Precision Recall F-measure
1 18/(18+3)=0.857 18/(18+1)=0.947 90%

Now, the performance of NER system for Bengali news is discussed based on only two sample
news sentence. My purpose is to chunk words and here I emphasize on person name such
as ধানম ী শখ হািসনা। The developed system searches all the news documents to locate ধানম ী
শখ হািসনা and retrieved all the information that is relevant with this name.

Example 1

Input Text:
সু রবেনরযােতআর িতনাহয়,

সজন শ ালাওপ রনদীেতছিড়েয়পড়াফােনসঅেয়লসিরেয়েনয়ারকাজ রাি তকরেতসংি কমকতােদরিনেদশ
িদেয়েছন ধানম ীেশখহািসনা।

Output after chunk is:

সু রবেনর
যােত
আর িত না হয়,

সজন শ ালা ও প র
ছিড়েয়
পড়া ফােনস অেয়ল সিরেয়
কাজ রাি ত করেত
সংি কমকতােদর
িনেদশ িদেয়েছন ধানম ী শখ হািসনা।
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Example 2

Input Text:
হািনফ িসি িক, চ াম িব িবদ ালেয়র কি উটার িব ান ও েকৗশল িবভােগর একজন অধ াপক

Output after chunk is:
হািনফিসি িক
চ াম িব িবদ ালেয়র
কি উটার িব ান ও েকৗশল িবভােগর
একজন
অধ াপক

The HMM based NER system for Bengali news text has been trained and tested with two
example news sentence. The chunked and non-chunked person names are presented in table 3.

Table 3. Precision/ Recall of NER system for chunked person name

No. of sentence Total person name Chunked person
name

Non-chunked
name

2 2 2 1

The F-measures for the tested sentences for chunking is shown below:
Precision=0.7
Recall=1
So, F-measure=0.82.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a methodology to search entity in Bengali newspaper for information
extraction based on HMM. The purpose of this work is the research will contribute in the field
Named Entity Recognition (NER) for Bengali language. I have explained when and how NER is
used in applications and enlisted the core obstacle of NER system for Bengali language, and also
its benefits. The sets of tag in NER are discussed, and each tag also has detailed explanation in
the aspect of grammar. In this research NER system for Bengali language is evaluated. This
procedure contains HMM based NER for identifying entities. Through the evaluation results, it is
easy to find that HMM is more standardized.

The method of evaluation has limitation. Using this system, I have calculated the result of
precision and recall. As I have only evaluated some of sentences, the accurate value may not be
shown. It is imperative to develop a perfect NER system for Bengali language in future. In the
developed NER system, I cannot chunk all the person names according to Bengali grammar.
Although, there are different NER systems exist in the world, but work that support Bengali NER
system is really too poor and so require more research and the corpus is limited in Bengali
language. Therefore, to find a new better evaluation methodology to identify any words that are
used in Bengali language can be a key point in the future research.
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